SPAIN
CHAMOIS

PYRENEAN CHAMOIS

Time of hunt: September – December, best period is October – November 15.
Hunting method: stalking and waiting

RATES:

3/2 hunting days organization, including one chamois without point limit 6.250 US$
Observer, daily 450 US$

CANTABRIAN CHAMOIS

Time of hunt: September – December, best period is October – November 15.
Hunting method: stalking and waiting

RATES:

3/2 hunting days organization, including one chamois without point limit 6.550 US$
Observer, daily 450 US$

Rates include:
Assistance at Barcelona (Pyrenean) or Madrid (Cantabrian) airport in arrival and departure, all transfers during the stay, lodging and full board in hotels or hunting houses, assistance of a Spanish professional hunter, Spanish hunting licence, assistance of local game keepers, first treatment of trophy.

Rates do not include:
Plain tickets, arms imports, rent a rifle with ammo 200 US$, additional hunting day 550 US$, VAT 21% (be added on total bill), tips, drinks and gratuities.
Preparation, packaging and legal export documentation 500 US$ per trophy.
The trophy fees should be paid if the animals are wounded and not found.
The hunt is over when the trophy is taken.